[Cytotoxic action of the chemical substances found as admixtures in medical immunobiological preparations].
The cytotoxic action (CTA) of chemical substances contained as admixtures in medical immunobiological preparations on human diploid cells has been studied. Such chemical substances as rivanol and merthiolate in admissible concentrations show the highest degree of CTA. The results obtained in this investigation indicate that different concentrations of chemical substances may produce equal CTA; thus, thiolate in toxic in a dose of 0.8 microgram/ml; the same CTA is produced by aluminium sulfate in a concentration of 500 micrograms/ml. Small doses of chemical substances, producing no explicit manifestations of the cytotoxic effect, may have latent CTA determined by additional methods of investigation. CTA may be manifested as lethal, sublethal and latent cell lesions. In working out regulations on the test for CTA it is expedient to indicate admissible residual amounts of chemical substances contained in finished medical immunobiological preparations, considering that these amounts must be incapable of producing CTA in cell cultures. The conclusion has been made on the expediency of denoting small amounts of chemical substances capable of producing latent CTA as tentatively tolerable doses.